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Abstract
My thesis is an investigation of material vernacular and a celebration of process and material. I am manipulating locally sourced
materials to pull out unexpected qualities in order to distill a unique
identity associated with a place and the things that give that place
its character.
The resulting work focuses on distilling the Narragansett Bay
through the lens of three categories. Reminiscence, Impression,
Composition. These works fall into the categories of being
reminiscent of a place, impressed upon by a place, and composed
of a place.
This thesis is not a conclusion of this area of inquiry, rather it seeks
to develop a way forward to cultivate new work and a
practicum based on these ideas.
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Introduction
For a place as small as Rhode Island, the geographic and geologic makeup is
extremely diverse. At a glance, many parts of the Narragansett Bay may
appear similar but given the opportunity to build a relationship with this place,
one can begin to identify its distinct characteristics. Sand, stone, and plant life
exist all over and may be extremely similar at first glance. But take some time
to look closer and unique personalities reveal themselves and expose a
beautiful set of qualities that exist specific to that place.
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Mackeral Cove Beach, Jamestown, Rhode Island

Napatree Point, Watch Hill, Rhode Island
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Ten Beaches in Rhode Island
In my first semester at RISD I worked on a project I called Ten Beaches in
Rhode Island as a way to familiarize myself with this new home and develop
a resource that could allow others to do the same. I collected sand and stone
from ten different beaches around the state and catalogued them in a library
that could be utilized by myself and others to channel the identity of Rhode
Island into our work. I chose to design a collection of tiles that held patterns of
color derived from each sample using a singular formula to develop that
pattern. The result was a line of tiles that had a common language but each
had distinct characteristics that made them unique. In collecting and
presenting these samples in a single venue, the change in characteristics of
each sample of sand became more apparent and started me down a path of
material exploration. This allowed me to look deeper into the innate qualities
that composed each location.

Left: Ten Beaches in Rhode Island
Below: Ceramic tiles from the Ten Beaches Project
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After the completion of the ten beaches project I still wanted to dive deeper
and pull out the qualities of these places that I considered hidden. Qualities
can exist within a place but through different processes can become visible.
In the fall of my second year, I chose to take a course in alchemy with hopes
pushing my research further and learning ways to turn what I had collected
into new materials and colors. My main focus was on developing glass from
each sample to see what different colors would arise from the sand. From
this, I was only able to make small broken samples of glass but the colors and
unique qualities that became apparent within the glass were something that
took hold within my work and will continue to inspire me throughout this
thesis.
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Pieces of Broken glass made from different local beach
sands fused with porcelain crucibles.
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As stated in the abstract, I am manipulating locally sourced materials to pull
out unexpected qualities in order to distill a unique identity associated with a
place and the things that give that place its character.
The act of distillation is the act of taking the input and concentrating it into its
purest form or most absolute identity. I seek to distill the chosen locations and
present their purest forms of identity that are not immediately dictated visually.
I seek to pull out the material and tactile aspects of nature that truly make a
location distinct.
I am not only distilling the physical material of this place but also the
nonphysical qualities such as light and natural transformation.

Distillation
-The extraction of the essential meaning or most
important aspects of something.
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Categories of Distillation
In this thesis, I advance theme of distillation with three different categories that
grow increasingly more specific to their relationship to the Narragansett Bay.
These categories are reminiscence, impression, and composition.
With reminiscence, I seek to channel visual qualities of the beach texture and
the light streaming through the water while also the experience of changing
light that aligns with the fluctuating tide.
With impression, I seek to utilize physical materials in the process of blowing
or casting glass onto materials such as beach grass so that they leave their
mark on the resulting pieces.
And finally with composition, I seek to use collected sand from locations within
the bay to make the physical material that composes the piece. The sand acts
as an ingredient in a ceramics glaze to provide a color that can only be found
in each individual place. These ceramic vessels then provide form to the glass.

1 Reminiscence
3d molds
Lighting quality resulting from the molds

2 Impressed upon
Wall sconce
Cast vessels

3 Composed of
Sand glaze
Sand glass vessles and lighting
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1 Reminiscence of a place
3d molds
Lighting quality resulting from the molds
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Left: Pieces of 3d printed ceramic, broken after being utilized
in glass blowing.
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Ceramic Molds in the hotshop
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Printed Ceramic Blow molds
In an attempt to channel the texture of the sand on the beach and the waves
I experimented with different ways to create these forms. While looking at
the resources I had available, I developed ceramic molds that would give the
blown glass my desired form but also break away at the end. This allowed
for more complex shapes without the use of a complex mold. I turned to the
design program Grasshopper to develop a script to make randomized forms
reminiscent of these shapes. I used a ceramic 3d printer to print the
corresponding molds in stoneware.
Initial tests were promising and through some trial and error, I figured out the
method of using the molds. The best conditions I discovered were to utilize
the molds 48 hours after printing, covering them so that they would dry and
slowly leaving the correct amount of moisture in the mold so they were not
too weak but also not too dry. I also learned that placing air holes at any
outward protruding points on the shape would allow for any steam to escape,
giving a more precise shape in relation to the mold.
One of the trickiest parts was learning the best thickness for the glass and
the amount of time to allow it to sit in the mold before breaking it off. In some
cases, the thicker the glass, the faster the mold would break away but making
sure the glass was not retaining too much heat and beginning to lose form. In
other cases, the glass would be too thin and the mold would thermally shock
the thin walls of the piece, making the glass crack. In an ideal world, the glass
is able to have a uniform wall thickness anywhere from 1/8th to a ¼ inch and
be able to stay in the mold long enough for cracks to start forming across the
mold. At that point, the pipe with the glass and ceramic still attached can be
brought over to the bench and a pair of metal jacks can be run between the
ceramic and glass allowing the ceramic shell to fall away. The Glass-blower is
then free to work with the piece however they please.
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Left: Mid process glass piece after being blown
into a 3d printed ceramic mold.
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Left and Right: Testing of optical qualities
of ceramic blown glass.
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The optical quality of the ceramic blown glass was discovered almost purely
by chance. I happened to pass a flashlight through one of my earlier pieces
causing a wonderful array of light to be cast upon the wall. The pattern
immediately reminded me of the way light is cast upon the sand just below the
surface of the water. Seeing this, I continued to try new shapes and variations
on the process of blowing glass into ceramic molds in pursuit of these
reminiscent qualities.
I also discovered that the way I placed these forms on a light table could
accentuate the textures of each piece so I initially sought out to build a larger
piece that would both be a tower of interlocking forms on an underlit pedestal
with a kinetic lighting component that would rise and fall in the center of the
piece at the same rate in which the tide would. I quickly encountered
difficulties in attempting to develop the required shapes in glass as well as
trying to design the kinetic lighting component. This lighting component would
draw a direct connection to the changing tide as well as accentuating the
everchanging optics of the piece. As the process moved on and I worked to
solve the arising issues, my design changed to a more simple piece that, while
using the largest molds I had ever attempted to use in the glass studio, would
also bring the number of glass pieces down from twelve to four. The moving
light also was cast aside in favor of utilizing the lights in the pedestal to
communicate the movement of the tides through fading rather than moving
pieces.

Assortment of glass blowing experiments placed on a light
table to accentuate the textures imparted by the molds.
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The final piece eventually emerged as a 38 inch tower of glass composed
of four pieces about 11 inches in diameter sitting atop a short pedestal with
an underlit frosted glass top. The lights within the pedestal change over time
slowly moving from completely off to fully on and then fading back to
darkness at the same rate as the tide comes in and moves back out. In the
show setting, this cycle has been greatly condensed into a seven minute
cycle. But even with this shortened cycle, the viewer must still spend
significant time with the piece to fully understand all stages of the piece. It
also provides an element of time and change to the static vessels. In other
words, for someone to begin to understand and appreciate a place, they must
spend time with it and learn its various forms and identities. Accompanying
this piece is a corresponding tower made from the ceramic molds used to
construct the glass piece on an identical pedestal. The ceramic piece is
representative of the process but also representative of the land in the way
that the glass represents the water. In a later section, I will elaborate more on
the details of the ceramic piece.
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Left: Printed ceramic molds waiting to be
used.
Right: Experiment blowing glass into a
ceramic mold lined with seaweed.
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Resulting assembly of ceramic blown
glass parts during assembly (left) and in
final form on an under lit surface. (right)
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2: Impressed upon by a place
Seaweed mold
Cast vessel
Wall sconce
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Left: Cast glass vessel cast from a wooden mold allowing for
the wood to burn away leaving its textures.
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Locally collected seaweed being used as a glass blowing
mold (left) and the resulting form. (right)
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Reeds collected from Tillinghast Place (RISD Beach) being
placed into a sand mold for casting (left) and the resulting
vessle after the reeds have burned away. (right)
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Mold (left) being prepared for the cast glass piece of a wall
sconce and its resulting pour of molten glass over pieces of
reed from Tillinghast place. (right)
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Impressed Upon by a Place
As molten glass comes in contact with natural materials such as wood, grass
or reeds, an almost magical transformation takes place. The natural materials
are turned to ash but their structure remains long enough for the glass to take
on the textures and characteristics of the lost material. Much in the way of
lost wax casting, the natural materials and textures act as a part of the mold.
I began my experiments with scrap wood but then moved on to using more
natural materials without any human influence in their shape like beach grass
and reeds gathered from Tillinghast Place or RISD Beach. A couple attempts
were made to form vessels but this part of the process ended in the casting of
a piece to be mounted on the wall as lighting.
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Left: Close up of completed wall sconce made of cast glass
and ceramic.
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3: Composed of a place
Sand glaze
Sand glass vessels and lighting
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Beach sand after being powdered in a ball mill. Locations
starting top left going clockwise are Conimicut Point,
Tillinghast Place, Mackerel Cove Beach, and East Matunuck
State Beach
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Making Glaze from Sand
From the beginning of this project, my focus has been mostly on glass and the
colors and qualities that the collected sand affords it. I had experimented a
bit with incorporating sand into ceramics in the past but had never had much
luck utilizing the ingredients at my disposal. Frankly, I was never able to get
the sand to change from its original form in a kiln environment. That changed
in my final semester when I was given access to the ceramics department
and the wide range of glaze ingredients as well as opportunities to fire pieces
at cone 10 or 2350 degrees fahrenheit. In my quest for glass made of sand, I
already worked to mill the sand into finer particles but once I had access to a
ball mill and the ability to reduce the sand to complete powder, I realized that
making a glaze might be possible.
I scoured the internet for glaze recipes that were high in silica content and
would work in a cone 10 temperature. After settling on three different glaze
recipes that all had close to a 50% makeup of silica that could be replaced
with the beach sand I had collected, I test fired them in a cone 10 oxidation
kiln. The results were promising. One glaze was too brown and the other was
too transparent but the middle glaze I tried had a wonderful soft quality to it.
I then completed the milling process of four different beach locations ranging
from Tillinghast Place closer to Providence all the way down to East Matunuck
State Beach in Charlestown, at the southern end of the state. The consistency
of the sand after milling was much like corn starch and each location’s sand
took on a new, more consistent color that was unique from every other
sample. The uniformity of ingredients within each sand would be able to come
together and ideally impart their characteristics onto the glaze itself.
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Left: A test tile before and after firing of different silica heavy
glazes with beach sand replacing the silica content.
The second glaze from the left being the most successful.
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Locations of sand used
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Tillinghast Place				

Conimicut Point

Mackerel Cove Beach, Jamestown

East Matunuck State Beach

Left: Milled sands from Tillinghast Place, Conimicut point
and East Matunuck State Beach. (top to bottom)
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Beach Sand Glaze Recipe
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Material			

Amount		

Batch		

Subtotal

Custer Feldspar		

51.00		

504.95		

504.95

Powdered sand		

25.00		

247.52		

752.48

Whiting			

15.00		

148.51		

900.99

EP Kaolin			

6.00			

59.41		

960.40

Wood ash			

4.00			

39.60		

1,000.00

Tin Oxide			

4.00			

39.60		

1,039.60

Left: Printed ceramic glass molds that have been bisque
fired and glazed in the Beach sand glazes.
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In a last minute decision, I chose to change the firing schedule from a cone
10 oxidation to a reduction firing. The reduction atmosphere of the kiln would
allow for any element or mineral present in the sand to bring out the hidden
colors that I had been looking for. I went into this firing without a real idea of
what the result would be because of the new firing schedule but I also wanted
to trust the materials and allow them to surprise me. After about 24 hours, the
door of the kiln was opened revealing a beautiful gradient of a Celadon Green.
Each section of the ceramic tower had been glazed with the sand from a
different location moving from north at the top to south at the bottom. The
iron content of each location had also caused the different shades of green
within the glaze because of the reduction atmosphere. Paired with the glass
tower, the ceramic tower made of the molds used for the glass took on an
identity that connected it to the beaches the glaze was made from. The
bumpy texture both reminiscent of the sand as well as the water was
amplified by the changing light from underneath. The experiment to make
glaze worked out better than imagined and opened the door for new glazes
based at other locations as well.
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Glazed ceramic molds loaded into a Cone 10 reduction
atmosphere kiln.
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Left: The two ceramic mold towers after being fired with
each section having a different sand within the glaze oriented from north to south. (Tillinghast place, Conimicut Point,
Mackerel Cove, and East Matunuck.)
Right: a close up of the glaze from Mackerel Cove (top) and
East Matunuck (bottom)
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Glass from Sand
In order to melt down beach sand in a way that would be usable, I had to
get creative with the tools I used. The traditional furnaces in the hot shop were
not the best option for melting down small batches of sand and doing so with
the resources in the hot shop could damage the equipment or introduce
contaminants to the studio glass. Instead, after talking with one of the
professors within the department, he made me aware of a method of
converting a household microwave into a melting furnace. This could be
achieved by utilizing store bought flower pots, ceramic insulation, and
silicon carbide. The silicone carbide would be poured between the two
flower pots which were then wrapped in insulation while a mixture of sand and
flux were poured in the center pot. This assembly would then be placed in the
microwave and heated for an hour stopping every 30 minutes to mix the
ingredients. The silicon carbide would act as a conductor until the sand
melted enough to be its own conductor and continue melting. Bags of ice
could also be placed on the outside corner of the microwave to keep the
magnetron cool during the process. After sufficient time is spent melting the
mixture, the glass could be gathered and formed so that It can be attached to
a blow pipe and utilized for glass blowing.
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Left: Molten beach sand after being pulled out of the
microwave furnace.
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Beach Sand Glass Recipe
Material			

Parts

Powdered sand		

4			

Borox			

2.5		

Soda Ash			

.5

Crushed glass		

1			

		

Left: A sample of the glass made of powdered beach sand
from Tillinghast place.
Right: A sample of glass made of unpowdered sand from
Tillinghast Place.
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After the newly made glass is extracted from the furnace, it can be heated and
formed in the glory hole so that it can then be stuck to the end of a blow pipe
and gathered over with clear glass to begin making work with it.
The quality of the glass is interesting, because of the short heating time there
seems to be a soft quality to it as if there is an abundance of tiny bubbles
of air within the glass. The powdered sand also has some clumps where it
doesn’t fully melt giving it a bit of a bumpy or spiky appearance when the
glass is being blown. The differences between the studio glass and the glass
I am making from sand leads to incompatibilities in how they cool causing
cracking within the annealer. The glass seems to shrink at a slightly slower rate
than the soda lime glass used within the department. Some more
experimenting with ratios of fluxes and other ingredients is needed to
formulate a more reliable glass but as it stands now the glass has wonderful
visual qualities that I utilized in the creation of lighted objects.
The timeline of this part of the project somewhat restricted how many
opportunities I had to make and blow these pieces but I Intend to continue
these experiments with other sands and recipes to identify the ideal way of
working with these materials. The pieces shown in this thesis were all made
utilizing sand from Tillinghast Place.
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Left: Tillinghast Place glass after being placed on a blow
pipe and shaped to gather more glass.
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Left: Mid process blowing of a glass vessle utilizing an inner
layer of Tilllinghast Place glass coated in clear glass.
Right: Resulting vessles composed of Tillinghast Place
Glass.
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Left: A sphere blown of glass composed of the sand
from Tillinghast place.
Right: A lampshade made of Tillinghast place glass.
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When I discovered how to make usable glass from beach sand, I decided to
utilize it in the creation of a lighting object. At this point in time, I would not
be able to cold work these pieces so instead I chose to make simple hanging
lampshades and flame polish the sharp edge on the top.
For the smaller shade, I used an earlier sample of glass where the sand had
not been fully powdered. This caused irregularities in the consistency of the
glass causing it to blow out more on the top and bottom of the piece leaving
areas of thick beach glass as well as mostly clear glass. Although they were
not what I had initially set out to make, the unexpected result that came with
the band of beach glass at the center created a nice result when lit from
within. For the larger piece, the powdered sand allowed for the piece to be
more uniform in makeup. The process of opening the bottom end of the lamp
was trickier than expected which gave it a less uniform flared appearance but
when paired with the smaller lamp, they complimented each other in shape
and color. Cracks developed across both of the lamp shades in the annealing
process but I was able to stabilize the piece with a clear glue that filled and
reinforced some of the cracks to create a usable lampshade.
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Left: Lampshades both composed of glass derived from
Tillinghast place. The smaller using glass that wasn’t
powdered prior to melting and the larger using the powdered
sand to make the glass.
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Finial Pieces
Land and Sea
Wall Sconce
Tillinghast Glass Lamps
Images from Final show
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Glass and ceramic towers reminiscent of the sea and
of the beaches atop under lit pedestals that fade in
and out with the tide.
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Land and Sea
The towers are representative of the land and the sea. The glass forms blown
from ceramic printed molds identical to the ceramic forms that make up the
opposing tower represent the sea and the waves that move across its
surface. The under lit pedestals slowly fade in and out at the rate of the tide.
The ceramic piece both provides evidence of the process in which the glass
piece was constructed but also is glazed in the sands of four different
locations within Rhode Island, Tillinghast Place, Conimicut Point, Mackerel
Cove Beach, and East Matunuck State beach. This piece is both reminiscent
of the Narragansett Bay and composed of its materiality. As the viewer spends
time with the piece, new characteristics become apparent like the ever
changing light as well as the shapes and textures on both the exterior and
interior of the piece revealing themselves with the light. In order to fully know
this piece, one must form a relationship with it over time much in the same
way one would a physical place.

Right: The interior of the 3d printed ceramic tower glazed in
beach sand
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Wall Sconce
When glass is cast onto organic materials such as reeds collected from a
beach, the resulting impression is both beautiful and unexpected. At the
temperature that glass needs to melt, it would seem that the reeds would
simply disappear into ash. But instead, the reeds hold together long enough to
impart their textures onto the glass piece being made. With this wall sconce,
Glass is cast into a sand mold that has been lined with reeds gathered from
Tillinghast Place. The impression left behind by the reeds and the sand of the
mold is one that connects the viewer to that place more directly than a
photo might because of the tactile connection to the material that is formed.
A simple stoneware housing does not distract from the glass but allows for
the piece to hang off the wall and house the lights inside. The glow of the leds
used gives the piece a frosted appearance, like sea glass from a distance but
up close, the distinctly organic textures become visible.
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Left: Wall sconce cast from reeds collected from Tillinghast
Place mounted on a ceramic housing.
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Tillinghast Glass Lamps
These glass lamps derived from beach sand are the first real opportunity I had
to construct a series of works from locally sourced sand. The colors and
textures that exist within the lamps are directly related to the imperfections of
the sand which are embraced rather than working to make a more
traditional, pure material. For these pieces, the beach of choice was Tillinghast
Place. The makeup of the sand made for glass that carries a green tint
derivative of the elements that are present within the sand. A wall mill was
used to crush the sand into a powder to make for easier melting as seen in
the glass on the right. The smaller lamp on the left utilizes sand that was not
milled as much, leaving a more dense appearance to the glass with larger
granules of sand still visible.
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Hanging lamp shades composed of glass made from
the sand of Tillinghast Place (RISD Beach)
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Experimental pieces varying in methods from blow
molding in ceramic molds to being made from melted
beach sand on an under lit pedestal.
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The materials and test used in developing a glaze from the
sands of four different beaches as seen in the vials on the
left. The six ingredients and their ratios appear next to the
test piece at the right.
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The vials below contain the sand(left) and the flux mixture
(right) used in developing glass from beach sands as seen
below.
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The final installation for the thesis show
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Conclusion
This project has always been about embracing the notion of place and
building a stronger relationship with the hidden qualities that give it character.
To say that this thesis is a conclusion to this inquiry would be wrong, rather it
seeks to develop a way forward to cultivate new work and an ongoing
practicum based on these ideas. In completing the work included in this book,
I have only just begun as each piece has opened up new ideas and
possibilities that I hope to continue to address in the future. This thesis is
opening the door to what will be a much larger body of work that can take
place in several different locations, not just the Narragansett Bay. The
biodiversity that makes up the Narragansett Bay is something that has and
continues to inspire me and working through this project has allowed for me
to truly appreciate the wide range of possibilities that exist within a place like
Rhode Island. New materials and processes have become an integral part of
my practice as a result of this project. Stepping away from a global vision of
design to focus on a singular place outside of a commercial market is
something that can potentially connect us with our local environment and
appreciate the characteristics that provide such unfathomable beauty .
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Polderceramics - Drawn from Clay, Noordoostpolder
By Atelier NL
The work of Atelier NL has resonated with me strongly ever since I
learned of it many years ago. Their approach to hyper-local design
connecting users with the environment around them through thoughtful
approaches to design is one that I strongly agree with and even try to
consider within my own work. This project in particular draws a direct
connection between food and the objects used to serve that food by
constructing them from the clay the food was grown in. They raw
textures yet crisp design of each piece is a carefully considered
collaboration with nature in a way that allows the user to be
reminded of each pieces origin while still serving its purpose.

PolderCeramics By Atelier NL
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An exercise in Seating By Max Lamb
The work of Max lamb approaches materiality and process in ways
that both honor tradition as well as pushing the concept to a new stage
where it can be appreciated in the world of art and design beyond its
traditional form.

Exercises in Seating By Max Lamb
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Lines for CC- Tapis rugs By Philippe Malouin
The design of these rugs are inspired by “the irregularities of lined made
by a crayon on a sheet of paper”
These childhood memories like drawing with crayons is an interesting
one because of the imperfect uniformity that is created as a result of the
properties of the wax used in a crayon. There Is a part of me that wants
to hang on to these imperfect ways of making and utilize them more
often in my own work.

Lines for CC- Tapis rugs by Philippe Malouin
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1780 George III Commode By Gareth Neal
The tool paths leave a sliver of wood between each pass giving two different pieces within one.
The first is as if you were to just extrude the top down and cut little detail on the side but as
looking from the side of the piece there is a silhouette that comes forth from the design that
takes the form of a classical piece of furniture.
As time progresses and the piece is used and moved around, these layers start to chip away exposing the underlying design and taking on an identity which only time and use can give it.

1780 George III Commode By Gareth Neal
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